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Mesopotamia, Syria, Asia Minor, Palestine
B'ool Chant—Anglo-French* Conflict in the Near East,
1839-1842L JAHRI, I, Pt. 1, pp. 44-62.	[1620
The Anglo-French conflict which arose from the rivalry between
Mehniet Ali, the Pasha of Egypt and his old master, Sultan Mahmud
of Turkey, over the tobacco trade.
Burrows, Millar—What Mean these Stones ? The Significance
of Archaeology for Biblical Studies. 8vo. pp. 306, illus.,
maps., indices. American School of - Oriental Research,
New Haven (TJ.S.A.), 1941.	[1621
The archaeological discoveries of the past century in the Near East have
brought to light innumerable remains of forgotten ancient civilisations.
During the past twenty years the tempo of excavation and exploration
became so accelerated that even specialists seldom were able to control
more than a segment of the vast field.
It is small cause for surprise, therefore, that very few scholars
were sufficiently at home in both philology and archaeology to write
competently on both subjects, and that few of them possessed balance
and historical training enough to combine such divergent studies
in really good syntheses*
Diakonov, L—On the Origin of   Writing   in   Mesopotamia.
.(Russian text),    TOSHM.   Ill, pp. 27-48.	£1622
Drower, E, 8.—The Alf Trisar Suialia " The Thousand and
Twelve Questions ".   JRAS   (1941), pp. 101-126.       [1623
Discusses MS. copies of Alf Trisar Siiialia, which is not a single
composition, but a collection of writings or fragments under tne title
of one of the texts incorporated. It is important when considering
the origins of the Mandaeans and their religious system.
Ingholt, Earald—Denmark Excavates in Syria.. Asia, XLI,
pp, 199-202, 2 platea.	.	[1624
Describes the finds excavated in Syria.    *
	Tombs" in the Syrian Desert.   Asia, XLI. pp; 506-&11,
2 phctea.	D-625
Under the direction of Henri Seyrig, the French Department of
Antiquities in Syria has done brilliant work in Palmyra*, especially
in the temple of Bel Describes the antiquities.
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